
 

 
 

The Mystery of Face Plate 307 Solved 
By Jamie Yakes 

 
New research of how the Bureau of Engraving and Printing produced Series of 1934A intaglio 

faces1 has elucidated the heretofore mysterious life of late-finished $5 silver certificate face plate 307. 
From 1936 to 1942, Bureau personnel used it as a Series of 1934 master plate, then altered it into Series 
of 1934A master plate, and finally finished it as a 1934A production plate. It joins four 1934A Federal 
Reserve note faces that followed the same fate.2 

The BEP’s transition in 1938 to the Series of 1934A was the critical event that altered the course 
of face 307. The 1934As heralded the use of macro plate serials on intaglio currency printing plates after 
the BEP fulfilled the request of Secret Service officials in late 1937, whose field officers found it difficult 
to read the small, or micro, plate serials then being used. The BEP made the plate serials more legible by 
increasing the size of the numerals so macros appeared almost twice the size of micros. 

The BEP utilized the single difference between 1934 and 1934A intaglio faces—the A in 
1934A—to simplify production of 1934A faces. They simply etched As into 1934 plates by the same 
process used to add plate serials to finished plates, thereby making them 1934As. This way they bypassed 
the need to produce 1934A master intaglio dies and could proceed directly to electrolytic platemaking of 
1934A plates.   

This process deviated from traditional platemaking, which required a master intaglio die that 
contained a complete image of the subject note and a roll lifted from that die. Sidereoagraphers prepared a 
master intaglio plate by transferring the image from the roll 12 times into a blank steel plate. Electrolytic 
platemakers used the master plate to prepare a small group of mirror-image electrolytic altos, and those 
altos to prepare dozens of electrolytic bassos that were copies of the master plate, and would eventually 
became production plates. They always reserved one or two bassos as masters, which was the case with 
307. 

 A platemaker started electrolytic plate 134023, a 1934 $5 silver certificate face assigned plate 
serial 307, on April 6, 1936, and when finished made it the master basso for making 1934 altos. In 
January 1938, they altered it into a 1934A master basso, along with electrolytic faces 562 to 587, all of 
which were made as 1934s in November 1937, but altered into 1934As. The first 1934A plate directly 
sourced to basso 134023 was face 588, started on January 7 and certified on the 25th.   

Plate 134023 lasted as a master until 1942, when platemakers certified it as a production plate on 
July 3 with macro 307s, alongside contemporary macro plates with serials in the 1660s. It was sent to the 
plate vault and logged to the pressroom for seven pressruns from July 9, 1942 to June 3, 1943. All 307 

Proof of $5 silver certificate face plate 307 made in July 1942, four years 
after it was altered into a Series of 1934A face from a 1934.  

(Courtesy National Numismatic Collection.) 
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sheets have macro backs and K-A block serials. During 1942-43, the BEP was overprinting silver 
certificates with yellow seals for use by U.S. armed forces in North Africa and Europe, but continued to 
print batches of blue seals. Face 307 sheets received both overprints, but are more common with yellow 
seals. Star notes with face 307 are rare; the blue-seal star is unique. 

The BEP canceled face 307 on June 19, 1943, after six fruitful years of service. During its time as 
a master basso, it produced altos that yielded over 200 1934 and 1,100 1934A faces. Today, collectors 
prize $5 face 307 notes as one of the few plate varieties found on war-overprinted notes. Now they can 
appreciate the full scope of 307’s history. 
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NEW MEMBERS 01/05/2017 
 
14583 Bill Reass, Pierre Fricke 
14584 Anne Ahlert, Charles Derby 
14585 Corey Reynolds, Gregg Bercovitz 
14586 Brad Fravel, Frank Clark 
14587 Kevin Winger, Website 
14588 Alan Schlieper, Website 
14589 Alexander Lucas, Website 
14590 Ira Zuckerman, Scott Lindquist 
14591 Jordon Kalilich, Website 
14592 John Busowski, Website 
 
REINSTATEMENTS 
None 
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None 
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14593 David Ressler, 8ebsite 
14594 David Kurtz, Website 
14595 Elmer Powell, Frank Clark 
14596 Ben Karnefsky, Website 
14597 Steven Roach, Website 
14598 Robert Bowes, Jason Bradford 
14599 Dick Punchard, Website 
14600 Victor Adan, Website 
14601 Dennis Hogan, Frank Clark 
14602 Larry Thomas, Gregg Bercovitz 
14603 Vacant 
14604 Chenghao Lin, Website 
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14606 Michael Phillips, Website 
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03580 Harry M. Corrigan, Frank Clark 
04901 Frank R. Trask, Frank Clark 
05112 Samuel L. Smith, Frank Clark 
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